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manifesto:

Exhibition INCEPTION
as a manifesto

A collaborative experimental
exhibition, emphasizes a new way of
thinking about authorship, inspiration,
and ideas.
Inception became a manifesto for a
more nuanced approach to the
individual and collective aspects of
creation. We propose to take the best
of both worlds – to maintain the key
value of individual contributions to
the creative act, while at the same
time embracing the shared nature of
inspiration. This is a way to remove
the imaginary borders between
“mine” and “yours” that so often
prevent inspiration from freely moving
in the atmosphere.

111 of the world’s most remarkable
architects were invited to co-author
this exhibition of collective
creation, by contributing artworks
inspired by each other. We began by
asking an architect Gary Bates to
produce an original work in a medium of
his choice by taking the painting The
Rhythm of a Russian
Dance by Theo van Doesburg (1918,
Museum of Modern Art, New York) as a
source of inspiration.
We passed on the piece created
by the architect to other architects,
asking them to produce works inspired
by it and then handed the outcomes to
still other architects in turn. Over the
span of 42 months, we maintained a
ceaseless flow of conversation,
interplay and sharing —
a dance of collective creation allon its
own. The resulting chain of inspiration
comprises 111 works by the world’s
most remarkable architects.

Ada Tolla and Giuseppe Lignano / Adrien Verschuere / Alexander Savvich Brodsky /
Alexandre Loureiro / Alvaro Puntoni / Andra Matin / Anna Puigjaner / Anne Holtrop / Anton
Garcia – Abril / Armando Ruinelli / Arno Brandlhuber / Asli Cicek / Barbara Bestor / Bet
Capdeferro and Ramon Bosch / Bettina Gotz / Bijoy Jain / Bostjan Vuga / Carla Juacaba /
Catie Newell / Charlotte Truwant and Dries Rodet / Christian Kerez / Clark Thenhaus /
Clemens Bortolotti / Daniel Norell and Einar Rodhe / David Kohn / Derek Dellekamp / Dieter
Dietz / Do Ho Suh / E.V.Day / Ferda Kolatan / Filipe Madeira / Florencia Pita / Francisco
Cifuentes / Frank Barkow / Freek Persyn / Gary Bates / Gilles Delalex / Go Hasegawa /
Hernan Diaz Alonso / James Shen / Jan De Vylder / Jan Edler / Jan Olav Jensen / Jean
Pierre Crousse / Jennifer Bonner / Jing Liu / Job Floris / Johannes Kaferstein / Johannes
Robbrecht / Jon Lott / Jonathan Sergison / Juergen Mayer H. / Junya Ishigami / Kivi
Sotamaa (Atelje Sotamaa) /Leonid Slonimskiy / Lina Ghotmeh / Luis Callejas / Lyndon Neri &
Rossana Hu / Makoto Tanijiri / Manuel Aires Mateus / Maqui Peredo and Salvador Macias /
Marcelyn Gow / Marie-Jose Van Hee / Marina Tabassum / Mark Foster Gage / Mark Lee /
Mauricio Rocha / Michael Meredith / Michael Young / Minsuk Cho / Moon Hoon / Nader
Tehrani / Neil M. Denari / Neyran Turan / Niall McLaughlin / Niklaus Graber / Oana Stanescu /
Patricia Barbas / Paula Santos / Paulo Providencia / Peter Stutchbury / Pieterjan Gijs / Rainer
Koeberl / Renato Rizzi / Ricardo Bak Gordon / Ricardo Flores / Rick Joy / Rozana Montiel / Rui
Mendes / Sam Chermayeff / Sam Jacob / Sami Rintala / Sheila O’Donnell and John Tuomey /
Simon Hartmann / Sou Fujimoto / Stephanie Bru and Alexandre Theriot / Susanne Fritzer /
Tatiana Bilbao / Thomas Mennel / Tod Williams and Billie Tsien / Tom de Paor / Tom Emerson /
Tom Wiscombe / Toni Girones / Tuomas Toivonen / Ulrika Karlsson / Volkan Alkanoglu / Volker
Giencke / Walter Angonese / William O’Brien / Winka Dubbeldam / Yang Zhao

inspiration

and ideas

A collaborative experimental
exhibition, emphasizes
a new way of thinking about
authorship, inspiration,
and ideas.

INCEPTION was not guided by theory,
yet it grew out of a search for new
ways to look at authorship, ideas and
inspiration. The experimental and
playful character of the project itself
with its unpredictable outcomes
allowed for a much-needed change of
perspective — away from the
traditional approach to creation
characteristic of modernity and
towards inspiration – which does not
respect borders. It made us realize
that, as a society, we are still captive
by preconceptions we are not even
fully aware of, such as the godlike
author, the sole owner of his or her
idea. By orchestrating an act of
collective creation at such a scale, we
discovered another possibility besides
the egoistical approach that implies
ferociously guarding the borders of
your ideas and creations and the fear
of losing the recognition that every
author needs – the possibility of
sharing inspiration while also
maintaining the creative self. Giving
credit both to the ungraspable
“something in the air” that is
inspiration and to a person who
embodies an idea in a concrete shape.

The experiment documented in
INCEPTION, indeed, an open-ended
exercise in art and creation, yet it
points to a bigger social, political and
economic problem – namely, how
dated the current dominant approach
to authorship is. By focusing so much
on individual authorship — and so little
on the shared nature of inspiration —
we ourselves succumb to exhausting
conflicts about ownership and leave
less energy to creation itself. How did
this come into being? Why should we
care? And can it be fixed?
INCEPTION began as a study on
peculiar and unpredictable ways that
inspiration travels between us and
spreads among creators as a benign
virus of sorts. We hope that it may also
become the inception of a different
kind of attitude towards creation.

Inception Book

AEDES gallery, Berlin, Germany.
Premiere: August 2019

Coming out in October 2021

The author Anna Bates
Design by Joost Grootens Studio
(the Netherlands)
Published by Jap Sam Publishing House
(the Netherlands)

Spring 2022

The AEDES Architecture Forum is an
independent institution and exhibition
space for the international communication
of contemporary architecture and urban
design.

Exhibition

October 2021

100 EXPERIMENTS
exhibition

New York / Spring 2022

Inception Book,
Release date October 2021

sugar

climate change

The design of exhibition with
an awareness on a global climate change
sound and light

Elements of exhibition will be made of a sugar
supplemented by sound and light effects to
enchance the perception.

Architecture remained:
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For this exhibition, we have placed
the outcome of INCEPTION book in
the increasingly precarious context of
nature. To architects, as to all of us,
nature is more than the ultimate
source of inspiration. For ages, nature
— with its predictable change of
seasons, its recognizable landscapes
and familiar subjective experiences of
living with it — has been the fixed
background and stable milieu of both
creative action and daily life. Year
after year after year nature repeated
itself, and we relied on this tedium not
just for our practical agenda, but
cognitive categorization as well. It
served as a good measure for all the
fleeting things we know of and
experience on a daily basis —
emotions, inspiration, thoughts, even
beliefs and relationships. Everything
that is human morphed into
something else, disappeared and
reemerged, while nature stayed the
same.

Even architecture, arguably the
longest-lasting of all human arts,
seemed ephemeral, when viewed
against the background of the longue
durée of nature.
How do we measure all those
transient things when there is no
clear standard to measure it against?
How do we define the temporary
when everything transforms before
our eyes? How do we reimagine
architecture when we can hardly
foresee the conditions we have to
adapt it to? Do our distinctions
make any sense? Do any distinctions
make any sense?
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Are we prepared to live in the world
where natural phenomena become as
short-lived as thoughts and ideas in
our heads? Is steadiness of nature
necessary for it to serve as a source
of inspiration, as it did for humanity
for ages? What do we do when it
becomes as ephemeral as inspiration
itself? This exhibition is an attempt
to answer at least some of these
questions.

Tons of sugar

A low environmental impact approach
is applied for the exhibition design.
The structure of the installation is
made out of 4 tons of sugar, that is
transformed into sugar bricks right
away at the site, excluding
transportation and complex
production process. Sugar can be
reused directly at the end of the
exhibition and could be easily
adaptable for other exhibition spaces.
To raise the interaction and
engagement levels of its visitor
experience sound an light e ects are
added to the installation.

4 Tons of sugar

Be involved: For the first time in
the history, 111 driving forces in
architecture from 29 countries,
spanning 5 continents, united into
a unique collaborative
experimental project, exploring the
notion of inspiration. The design of
the exhibition actualizes a global
climate change problem. The
INCEPTION book gained public
acclaim by successfully completed
campaign at Kickstarter.

Concept preperation
Art piece production
and installation
Exhibition representation

the exhibition

Exhibition space rent

Estimated budget of
the exhibition

Total amount:

$ 250 000

exposure

Media exposure

More than 161 000 000
monthly visitors/subscribers
in total
Followers on Social Media
14 386 700 in total

Headliners
Head
liner
s
World renowned architects from
INCEPTION book / 20+ New York
based architects from INCEPTION
project / Representative of
exhibition space / Government
representatives / Local authorities
of art and architecture sector /

Friends&Family
Sudents
Regular visitors
Enthusiasts
Professionals

Target audience

Professionals of creative fields
(art, architecture, design etc.)
Enthusiasts of creative fields
Regular visitors of exhibition space
Education institutions and students
Friends&Family of the participants of the project

Present

Collection

Inspiration

Target audience

- To design professionals & authorities
- To friends & family of the project participants
- Business partners

- Libraries
- Bookstores / Showrooms
- Public bookcases - offices etc.

- Students
- Young professionals
- Educators
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Starting at
$ 1, 000

Starting at
$ 5, 000

Logo on all event banners
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Gifts (INCEPTION book by MakeMake)

100

100
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100

Full-color ad in printed guide

Half-page

Half-page

Half-page

Half-page

Two-page

Two-page

Booth at the opening event

10x10 feet

10x10 feet

10x10 feet

10x10 feet

20x20 feet

20x20 feet

Speaking opportunity at the opening panel session
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Sponsors recognition on all event – related marketing & promotional
collaterial: invitations, email campaign, social media campaign
Company name mentioned in all media advertising print and online

Lunch with selected prospects and executives
Special activity for sponsors

Starting at
$ 10, 000

Starting at
$ 50, 000

Starting at
$ 100, 000

Starting at
$ 250, 000

Author

The Author

‘Design is not only what you see, but
how it makes you feel today and how it
creates your tomorrow.’ (Anna Bates)
A result-driven spacemaking visionary,
Anna is the founder of Annvil and the
main creative force behind the office’s
extensive portfolio. Starting her career
as an acclaimed interior designer,
Anna founded Annvil as a place where
innovative practice comes into
synergy with trailblazing theory.
Zuzeum, a multifunctional art center,
is just one of the significant projects
that have become an important
contribution to the arts infrastructure
of the Baltic region, while the design
of the Polar Hotel in Svalbard, the
northernmost hotel in the world,
underline Annvil’s global perspective.
In 2021, Anna Bates, in collaboration
with two local partners, launched the
Make Make design office in New York.
To Make Make is to emphasize, to
exaggerate the process of making
itself. Making as opposed to designing.

Making that takes into consideration
the many implications of the built
environment: making space, making
communities, making opportunities,
making an equitable future for
everyone.
In 2017, Anna Bates established Cobalt,
an architecture and design company in
Baku, Azerbaijan. The practice’s
artistic direction is setting a new
frontier for architecture in the region.
Cobalt has worked on the Pitstop, road
infrastructure project, Teze Market and
Baku Tower interior design, the tallest
high-rise building in the South
Caucasus region.
Anna Bates took part in the Borders
Festival at the 2016 Venice
International Architecture Biennale and
created the installation Sleep with a
City. At the same time, she is taking
part in global and local cultural
discourses, most recently by
contributing to the Aedes Architecture

Make Make

CONTACTS
Anna Bates
www.makemake.agency
www.annvil.eu
anna@makemake.agency
anna@annvil.lv
+1 (917) 618-4053

